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 x64 Open Beta This beta runs on retail, and retail-enabled PC versions of Need for Speed: Undercover. This beta adds on a few mods from NFS: Hot Pursuit, namely the Stopwatch mod and NoSage. NFSUC was the only NFS game to have two previous patches, the 1.0 Patch and the 1.5 Patch. With this release the game's credits are removed and replaced by a free patch by Darkc0der. As this was
the only patch version, there are some known issues with the beta. Some menu options are not functional, including the Load Game option, the Leaderboard option, and the Quit option. There is also no offline split-screen functionality. The prologue of the game is also different from the retail version, as the short prologue is replaced by an extended prologue. This version runs on retail, and retail-

enabled PC versions of Need for Speed: Undercover. Features Along with the hotfix patch, Undercover includes three new cars, a ton of new game tweaks, and a whole new engine for Need for Speed. The new cars in the game are the 2010 Mercedes-Benz CLS, the 2010 BMW 7 Series, and the 2010 Porsche 911 GT3 RS. The new engine features new graphics, and sound, as well as improved
realism, performance, and handling. New game tweaks include better visual effects, including a dynamic lighting system. The game also features much better physics, and damage modelling, along with the complete removal of the glitch that caused Burnout crashes. Reception Need for Speed: Undercover received mixed reviews, with critics saying the game improves upon the previous, with slightly
better graphics, a different engine, and tweaks in the game mechanics. The game also received positive reviews, with critics saying it has a solid gameplay, along with some nice additions to the series, like the new cars. Overall, the game received "mixed or average" reviews, according to review aggregator Metacritic. References External links Category:Electronic Arts franchises Category:Electronic

Arts games Category:EA Sports games Category:Video games set in Australia Category:Video games set in New York (state) Category:Video games set in Detroit Category:Video games set in Miami Category:Video games set in San Francisco Category:Video games set in Tokyo Category:Video games set in Chicago Category: 82157476af
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